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Introduction
On a compact Riemann surface every finite dimensional complex representation of the fundamental group gives rise to a flat vector bundle and hence to a holomorphic vector bundle. By a theorem of Weil, one obtains precisely the holomorphic bundles whose indecomposable components have degree zero [34] . It was proved by Narasimhan and Seshadri [28] that unitary representations give rise to polystable bundles of degree zero. Moreover, every stable bundle of degree zero comes from an irreducible unitary representation.
The present paper establishes a partial p-adic analogue of this theory, generalized to representations of the fundamental groupoid. The following is our main result. Recall that a vector bundle on a smooth projective curve over a field of characteristic p is called strongly semistable if the pullbacks of E by all non-negative powers of the absolute Frobenius morphism are semistable. Let X be a smooth projective curve over Q p and let o be the ring of integers in C p . A model X of X is a finitely presented flat and proper scheme over Z p with generic fibre X. The special fibre X k is then a union of projective curves over k = F p . We say that a vector bundle E on X Cp = X ⊗ C p has strongly semistable reduction of degree zero if the following is true: E can be extended to a vector bundle E on X o = X ⊗ o for some model X of X such that the pullback of the special fibre E k of E to the normalization of each irreducible component of X k is strongly semistable of degree zero. We say that E has potentially strongly semistable reduction of degree zero if there is a finite étale morphism α : Y → X of smooth projective curves such that α * E has strongly semistable reduction of degree zero.
THEOREM. -Let E be a vector bundle on X Cp with potentially strongly semistable reduction of degree zero. Then there are functorial isomorphisms of "parallel transport" along étale paths between the fibres of E Cp on X Cp . In particular one obtains a representation ρ E,x of π 1 (X, x) on E x for every point x in X(C p ). The parallel transport is compatible with tensor products, duals, internal homs, pullbacks and Galois conjugation.
The theorem applies in particular to line bundles of degree zero on X Cp . In this case the p-part of the corresponding character of π 1 (X, x) was already constructed by Tate using Cartier duality for the p-divisible group of the Abelian scheme Pic 0 X/Zp cf. [32, §4] and [9] . His method does not extend to bundles of higher rank.
Let us now discuss the contents of the paper in more detail. Afterwards we can sketch the proof of the theorem.
In the first section we investigate the category S X,D consisting of finitely presented proper Z p -morphisms π : Y → X whose generic fibre is a finite covering of X which is étale outside of a divisor D on X. The important point is that for given π in S X,D there is an object π : Y → X in S X,D lying over π with better properties, e.g. cohomologically flat of dimension zero or even semistable. We also construct certain coverings π using the theory of the Picard functor which are used several times.
In the second section we define and investigate categories B X Cp ,D and B X Cp ,D involving a divisor D on X and also an analogous category B Xo,D for a fixed model X of X. These are defined as follows. The category B Xo,D consists of all vector bundles E on X o such that for all n 1 there is a covering π in S X,D with π * E trivial modulo p n . In theorem 16 it is proved that for E to lie in B X o,D it suffices that π * k E k is trivial where π k is the special fibre of some π. Next, B X Cp ,D consists of all bundles which are isomorphic to the generic fibre of a bundle E in B Xo,D for some model X of X. These categories are additive and stable under extensions. Finally, we define B X Cp ,D as the category of vector bundles on X Cp whose pullback along α lies in B Y Cp ,α * D for some finite morphism α : Y → X between smooth projective curves which is étale over X \ D. We obtain an additive category which is closed under extensions and contains all line bundles of degree zero. All vector bundles in B are semistable of degree zero.
The third section is devoted to the definition and study of certain isomorphisms of parallel transport along étale paths in U = X \ D for the bundles in the category B X Cp ,D . In more technical terms, we construct an exact ⊗-functor ρ from B X Cp ,D to the category of continuous representations of the étale fundamental groupoid Π 1 (U ) on C p -vector spaces. The basic idea is this: Consider a bundle E in B Xo,D and for a given n 1 let π : Y → X be an object of S X,D such that π * n E n is a trivial bundle on Y n . Here the index n denotes reduction modulo p n . Consider points x and x in X(C p ) = X(o) and choose a point y in Y = Y Cp above x. For an étale path γ from x to x , i.e. an isomorphism of fibre functors, let γy be the corresponding point above x . For a "good" cover π we have isomorphisms
We define the parallel transport ρ E (γ) : E x ∼ − → E x as the projective limit of the maps ρ E,n (γ) = (γy) * n • (y * n ) −1 . This parallel transport is then extended to B X Cp ,D and B X Cp ,D . We also prove that the functor mapping a bundle E in B X Cp ,D to its fibre in a point x ∈ U (C p ) is faithful.
Using a Seifert-van Kampen theorem for étale groupoids we show that for a bundle E which is in B for two disjoint divisors, one actually obtains a parallel transport along all étale paths in X.
The proof of the theorem above starts with a characterization of those vector bundles on a purely one-dimensional proper scheme over a finite field F q whose pullback to the normalization of each irreducible component is strongly semistable of degree zero: These are exactly the bundles whose pullback by a finite surjective morphism to a purely one-dimensional proper F q -scheme becomes trivial. For vector bundles on smooth projective curves over finite fields this characterization is due to Lange and Stuhler [22] . Hence we have to lift finite covers in characteristic p to characteristic zero. The main point here is to construct a morphism of models whose reduction factors over a given power of Frobenius. In fact our method allows us to construct two coverings π in S X,D andπ in S X, D for two disjoint divisors D and D such that π * k E k andπ * k E k are both trivial. By the above theory, one gets the parallel transport on all of X Cp . In the case of good reduction M. Raynaud has shown us a direct proof of this fact, cf. Theorem 20.
For Mumford curves, Faltings [17] associates a vector bundle on X to every K-rational representation of the Schottky group and proves that every semistable vector bundle of degree zero arises in this way. It was shown by Herz [21] that his construction is compatible with ours.
Recently Faltings has announced a p-adic version of non-Abelian Hodge theory [18] . He proves an equivalence of categories between vector bundles on X Cp endowed with a p-adic Higgs field and a certain category of "generalized representations" which contains the representations of π 1 (X, x) as a full subcategory. His methods are different from ours. In particular Faltings uses his theory of almost étale extensions. The main open problem in Faltings' approach is to characterize the Higgs bundles corresponding to actual representations of π 1 (X, x). He shows that with zero Higgs field, line bundles of degree zero and their successive extensions come from π 1 (X, x)-representations and suggests that perhaps all semistable vector bundles of degree zero are obtained in this way. The main theorem of our paper shows that this is true if in addition the bundle has potentially strongly semistable reduction.
The present preprint improves and replaces the second part of [8] . The first part of [8] will be published as [9] .
Finally we would like to draw the reader's attention to possibly related works of Berkovich [2, §9] on p-adic integration, of Ogus and Vologodsky on non-Abelian Hodge theory in characteristic p and of Vologodsky [33] on Hodge structures on fundamental groups.
Categories of "coverings"
In this section we introduce simplified and generalized versions of the categories of coverings that were used in [8] to define the p-adic representations attached to certain vector bundles.
In the following, a variety over a field k is a geometrically irreducible and geometrically reduced separated scheme of finite type over k. A curve is a one-dimensional variety. Let R be a valuation ring with quotient field Q of characteristic zero. For a smooth projective curve X over Q consider a model X of X over R, i.e. a finitely presented, flat and proper scheme over spec R together with an isomorphism X = X ⊗ R Q. For a divisor D on X we write X \ D for X \ supp D.
Consider the following category S X,D . Objects are finitely presented proper R-morphisms π : Y → X whose generic fibre π Q : Y Q → X is finite and such that
We set S X = S X,∅ . In this case the generic fibre π Q is a finite étale covering. A morphism from
Note that ϕ is finitely presented and proper and that ϕ Q is finite, and étale over X \ D.
If such a morphism exists, we say that π 1 dominates π 2 . If in addition ϕ Q induces an isomorphism of the local rings in two generic points we say that π 1 strictly dominates π 2 . In the case where Y 1Q and Y 2Q are both smooth projective curves this means that ϕ Q is an isomorphism.
It is clear that finite products and finite fibre products exist in S X,D . Moreover, for every morphism f : X → X of models over R and every divisor D on X , the fibre product induces a functor f −1 : S X ,D → S X,f * D .
We frequently use the fact that any non-constant morphism of a reduced and irreducible scheme Z to a discrete valuation ring is flat, cf. [25, Corollary 4.3.10] . Besides, note that if Z is flat and of finite presentation over R with irreducible and reduced generic fibre, then Z is also irreducible and reduced by [25, Proposition 4.3.8] .
We define the full subcategory S good X,D ⊂ S X,D to consist of those objects in S X,D whose structural morphism λ : Y → spec R is flat and satisfies λ * O Y = O spec R universally and whose generic fibre λ Q : Y Q → spec Q is smooth. In particular Y Q is geometrically connected and hence a smooth projective curve, which implies that Y is irreducible and reduced.
Let S ss X,D denote the full subcategory of S X,D consisting of all π : Y → X such that λ : Y → spec R is a semistable curve whose generic fibre Y Q is a smooth projective curve over Q. Recall that λ : Y → spec R is a semistable curve iff λ is flat and for all s ∈ spec R the geometric fibre Y s is reduced with only ordinary double points as singularities, see [7] or [25, Section 10.3] . Note that since Y Q is irreducible and reduced, the scheme Y is irreducible and reduced as well. If R is a discrete valuation ring, then Y is normal since Y Q is normal, see [ into S good X ,D and S ss X,D into S ss X ,D . (More generally this is true for valuation rings R and R .) (4) For any finite number of objects π i : Y i → X in S X,D there exists a finite extension Q /Q such that the objects π i ⊗ R R of S X ,D are all dominated by a single object of S good X ,D and even of S ss X ,D . Here R is a discrete valuation ring in Q dominating R. (5) For any object π : Y → X of S X,D there exists an extension of discrete valuation rings R /R as in (4) such that π ⊗ R R is strictly dominated by an object of S good X ,D and even of S ss X ,D . Proof. -(1) Let π : Y → X be an object of S ss X,D . By assumption the geometric fibres of Y over spec R are reduced. Together with the flatness of λ : Y → spec R it follows from [13, 7.8.6 ] that λ is cohomologically flat in dimension zero. This means that the formation of λ * (O) commutes with arbitrary base changes. Since λ is proper the sheaf λ * (O) on spec R is coherent and hence given by the finitely generated R-module Γ(spec R, λ * (O)) = Γ(Y, O). Since Y is integral, this module is torsion free, hence free, so that λ * (O) = O r spec R for some r 1. Since Y Q is a smooth curve, it follows that r = 1. Taken together we find that the equation λ * (O) = O spec R holds universally.
(2) Since Y has semistable reduction over spec R it follows from [3, 9. (4) Since finite products exist in S X,D assertion (4) follows from assertion (5) . (5) I. Let us first prove the claim for the category S good X,D . This proof will be taken up in a G-equivariant context in Theorem 4 below. Let Q be a finite extension field of Q such that Y has a Q -rational point over X \ D and such that the irreducible components of Y Q are geometrically irreducible. Let R be a discrete valuation ring in Q dominating R.
Choose an irreducible component of Y Q containing a Q -rational point over X \ D and let Y * be its closure in Y R with the reduced scheme structure. Then Y * is integral and we can pass to its normalization Y which is finite over Y * by [14, (7.8.6 
is an isomorphism on the generic fibre. Y ∨ is obtained by repeatedly blowing up the singular locus followed by normalization. This process becomes stationary after finitely many steps (see [24] and also [25, 8.3.44] ). Hence we obtain a regular, irreducible scheme Y ∨ , which is proper and flat over R , together with a proper morphism Y ∨ → X strictly dominating π ⊗ R R . The Q -rational point in the generic fibre of Y ∨ induces a section of Y ∨ → spec R by properness. Now we apply a theorem of Raynaud to deduce that Y ∨ is cohomologically flat in dimension 0, see [29, Théorème (8.2.1), (ii) ⇒ (iv)] or [25, 9. 1.24 and 9.1.32]. Thus Y ∨ → X lies in S good X ,D . II. Alternatively, at least if the residue field of R is perfect the claim for S good X,D could be proved by using instead of Raynaud's theorem a theorem of Epp. Replacing Y by Y and R by R (of I) we may assume that Y is normal and that Y Q is a smooth projective curve over Q. Using [10, Theorem 2.0], it can be shown that there are a finite extension Q of Q and a discrete valuation ring R in Q dominating R such that the normalization Y of Y ⊗ R R has geometrically reduced fibres. As in the proof of part (1) it follows that the objectπ :
III.
We now prove that after base extension every object π of S X,D is strictly dominated by an object of S ss X,D . In view of part (1) this gives a third proof for the assertion on S good X,D . We construct Y ∨ → X as in I. Since Y ∨ is irreducible, regular and proper and flat over R , a result of Lichtenbaum [23] implies that Y ∨ is projective over R . According to [26, Theorem 0.2] , there is a finite extension Q † of Q and a discrete valuation ring
The next result is used later to prove that certain categories of vector bundles are stable under extensions and contain all line bundles of degree zero.
As before let R be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field Q of characteristic zero. Consider a smooth projective curve of nonzero genus X over Q with a Q-rational point x and a semistable model X of X over spec R. Fix some N 1 and define an étale covering α : Y → X by the cartesian diagram
Here i x is the canonical immersion into the Albanese variety corresponding to the rational point x. Note that Y is geometrically connected and hence a smooth projective curve. PROPOSITION 2. -In the above situation, there exist • a finite extension Q /Q and a discrete valuation ring
such that the following assertions hold:
for some morphism g with g(0) = 0, where 0 denotes the zero section over spec R .
Remark. -After proving the proposition, we saw that in [18] Faltings uses a similar construction to make Higgs bundles on p-adic curves "small". [14, 7.8.3 (vi) ] the morphism π 1 is finite. We will view π 1 as an object of S X . For an extension R /R as in Theorem 1 part (5) there exists an object π : Y → X of S ss X strictly dominating
The origin in Alb X/Q = Pic 0 X/Q and the point
be the corresponding immersion. By the universal property of the Albanese variety, there is a unique morphism f : Alb Y /Q → Alb X/Q which is necessarily a homomorphism such that
Applying the functor Pic 0 _⊗Q /Q to the commutative diagram
Let N be the Néron model of Pic 0 Y /Q over spec R and let N 0 be its identity component. By Theorem 1 part (2) we know that Pic 0 X /R and Pic 0 Y /R exist as smooth and separated schemes and that Pic 0 Y /R is isomorphic to N 0 . By the universal property of the Néron model, the natural map
is bijective. Hencef has a unique extension to a morphism g : Pic 0 X /R → N . By construction, the composition g • N has generic fibref • N = α * . Since α is the generic fibre of π : Y → X , the induced homomorphism
has generic fibre α * as well. Using the Néron property (1) it follows that g • N is equal to the composition
In particular we get that g(0) = g(N (0)) = 0 where 0 denotes the zero sections of Pic 0 X /R respectively Pic 0 Y /R . Since the special fibre of Pic 0 X /R is connected, it follows that g is a morphism
We fix an algebraic closure Q p of Q p and consider finite extensions Q p ⊂ K ⊂ Q p . The rings of integers will be denoted by o K and o K = Z p .
The following corollary of Theorem 1 will be used constantly.
-Let X be a smooth projective curve over Q p and D a divisor on X. Let X be a model of X over spec Z p .
(1) Given any finite number of objects π i : Y i → X in S X,D (respectively given one object
there is a finite extension K of Q p and a curve X K /K with model X o K /o K and a divisor D K of X K such that the following hold:
(2) The category S ss X,D is a full subcategory of S good X,D . (3) Any finite number of objects π i : Y i → X in S X,D are dominated by a common object π : Y → X of S good X,D and even of S ss X,D . Every single object π 1 : Y 1 → X in S X,D is strictly dominated by an object of S good X,D and even of S ss X,D . Proof. -Part (1) follows from Theorem 1, (4), (5) using noetherian descent as in [14, §8, in particular (8.8.3 ) and (8.10.5)], together with [14, (17.7.8) ] to descend to the category S X1,D1 for some
(2) Similarly as above, every object π : Y → X of S ss X,D descends to an object
Part (3) follows by combining (1) and Theorem 1(3). 2
Later we will construct a canonical parallel transport for certain vector bundles. The proof that it is well defined requires the following theorem. Let T X,D be the following category. Objects are finitely presented proper G-equivariant morphisms π : Y → X over spec Z p where G is a finite (abstract) group which acts Z p -linearly from the left on Y and trivially on X. Moreover the generic fibre π Q p is finite and its restriction
This definition generalizes the category T X = T X,φ used in [8, §5] . There is an obvious forgetful functor T X,D → S X,D . The full subcategory T good X,D of T X,D consists of those objects which are mapped to objects of S good X,D . THEOREM 4. -For any object π : Y → X in S X,D there are a finite group G and a G-equivariant morphism π : Y → X defining an object of T good X,D which admits a morphism ϕ : Y → Y with π • ϕ = π . In other words, every object of S X,D is dominated by the image of an object in T good X,D . Proof. -Let us first show that every object π : Y → X of T X,D is dominated by an object of T good X,D . By noetherian descent we can assume that there is a finite extension K of Q p in Q p with ring of integers R such that π descends to the object π R :
is an étale G-torsor. Now we follow the construction in the proof of Theorem 1(5) I and consider a geometrically irreducible component of Y K containing a K -rational point over X K \ D K , where K is a finite extension of K in Q p . Denote by H ⊆ G the stabilizer of this component. Then H acts in a natural way on Y * , and also on Y and Y ∨ . Therefore Y ∨ → X ⊗ R R , where R is the ring of integers in K , is an object of T good X R ,D K dominating π R . By base-change to Z p , our claim follows. Hence it suffices to show that there is an object π of T X,D which dominates π. By Corollary 3(1), we may assume that we have π
By [14, (7.8 
By the proof of [26, Lemma 2.4] , there exists a model
Two categories of vector bundles on p-adic curves
Let Vec S be the category of vector bundles on a scheme S. For a bundle E we often write E for its locally free sheaf of sections O(E). Let o be the ring of integers in C p =Q p and set o n = o/p n o = Z p /p n Z p . For every o-scheme Y we set Y n = Y ⊗ o o n . Let X be as before a smooth projective curve over Q p and set X Cp = X ⊗ Q p C p . First of all, we show that vector bundles on X Cp can be extended to vector bundles on suitable models. The elegant argument in the proof was communicated to us by M. Raynaud. THEOREM 5. -For every vector bundle E on X Cp and every model X of X there exists a model X of X dominating X such that E extends to a vector bundle on X o . If X is smooth, then E can be extended to a vector bundle on X o itself.
Proof. -We can extend E to a quasi-coherent sheaf F of finite presentation on X o , see [20, Appendix, Corollary 2 to Proposition 2]. Let J ⊂ O Xo be the rth Fitting ideal of F , where r is the rank of E. Since F is of finite presentation, J is quasi-coherent of finite type. Besides, J · O X Cp is equal to the Fitting ideal of E, hence to O X Cp . Therefore there exists some n 1 such that p n O Xo ⊂ J . By approximating the local generators of J with elements in O X modulo p n , we see that J descends to an ideal J 0 ⊂ O X . Let ϕ : X → X be the blowing-up of J 0 . Since J 0 is of finite type, ϕ is of finite presentation, so that ϕ is a map in S X inducing an isomorphism on the generic fibre. The base change map ϕ o :
is locally free of rank r on X o . Hence it gives rise to a vector bundle E on X o with generic fibre E.
If X is smooth over Z p , then Pic 0 X/Zp (o) = Pic 0 X/Q p (C p ), so that every line bundle of degree 0 extends to a line bundle on X o . Besides, X carries a line bundle N whose generic fibre has rank one. Hence every line bundle on X Cp can be extended to X o . The general case follows by induction on the rank of E. Namely, there is an exact sequence of vector bundles
By hypothesis, E 1 and E 2 can be extended to E 1 and E 2 on X 0 . By flat base change we have an isomorphism
This implies that E is isomorphic to the generic fibre of a vector bundle E on X o . Note here that extensions of locally free sheaves are locally free because the cohomology of affine schemes vanishes. 2 DEFINITION 6. -(a) For a model X of X over Z p and a divisor D in X the category B Xo,D is defined to be the full subcategory of Vec Xo consisting of vector bundles E on X o = X ⊗ Z p o with the following property: For every n 1 there is an object π : Y → X of S X,D such that π * n E n is a trivial bundle on Y n . Here π n , Y n and E n are the reductions mod p n of π, Y and E.
] a category B Xo was defined as above, but using coverings in T X instead of S X .
It follows from Theorem 4 that both definitions give the same category. Consequently, also the category B X Cp is the same as the one defined in [8, Definition 19 ]. Proof. -Given any model X of X, there is a semistable model Y of X strictly dominating X. This follows from Corollary 3(3) applied to π 1 = id X . Since the pullback of bundles on X to Y maps B Xo,D to B Yo,D by Proposition 9 below, the assertion follows. 2 LEMMA 8. -Let f : X → X be a morphism of smooth, projective curves over Q p . For every model X of X there exists a model X of X and a Z p -linear morphismf : X → X such that the diagram
Proof. -Since f is proper, it is either surjective or maps X to a closed point of X . In the second case, because of properness any model X of X will do. Hence we can assume that f is surjective, hence finite. There is a finite extension K of Q p in Q p such that f descends to a morphism f K : X K → X K of smooth, proper curves over K and such that X descends to a model X o K of X K .
Define X o K as the normalization of the reduced and irreducible scheme X o K in the function field K(X K ) of X K , and letf o K : X o K → X o K be the corresponding finite morphism. Since
, the generic fibre of X o K can be identified with X K so that the desired diagram commutes. Base-change with Z p completes the proof. 2 PROPOSITION 9. -The categories B Xo,D respectively B X Cp ,D and B X Cp ,D are full additive subcategories of Vec Xo respectively Vec X Cp which are closed under tensor products, duals, internal homs and exterior powers. For every morphism f : X → X over Z p respectively f : X → X over Q p and every divisor D on X , the pullback functor f * of vector bundles restricts to an additive exact functor f * :
These functors commute with tensor products, duals, internal homs and exterior powers.
The proof is straightforward for B Xo,D and B X Cp ,D given Corollary 3(3), Lemma 8 and the functoriality of the categories S. For B , note first that given finite morphisms
Proof. -(a) This follows from the functoriality of B in Proposition 9.
Note here that γ • σ = γ. This gives a map
Hence we obtain a well defined map
Arguing locally, one sees that (2) 
by functoriality of B . Hence γ * α * F belongs to this category as well. It follows that α * F lies in B X Cp as was to be shown. 2
We now prove that our categories are stable under extensions of vector bundles.
is an exact sequence of vector bundles on X Cp such that E and E are objects of the category
Proof. -We give the proof for B X Cp ,D . The case of B Xo,D is similar. The assertion for B follows formally from the one for B. Thus, let E und E be in B X Cp ,D . By definition, there exist models X and X of X over Z p and vector bundles
Applying Proposition 27 below, there exists a model X of X over Z p together with morphisms over Z p
restricting to the identity on the generic fibres. By functoriality E = p *
Reducing to cohomology and using flat base change one sees that j * Xo induces an isomorphism
Hence there is some k 0 such that the extension class we get by multiplying p k with the class in Ext 1
Note here that any extension of a locally free sheaf by another one is again locally free. The reason is that locally every such extension splits because the coherent cohomology of affine schemes vanishes.
Let us fix some n 1. Since E and E lie in B Xo,D , we find objects π :
By Corollary 3(1), there is a finite extension K of Q p with the following properties:
n E n and π * n E n are trivial bundles on Y n . If r respectively r denote their ranks the extension:
gives rise to a class in Ext 1
is trivial. Assume that the claim holds. Then ρ * n applied to the extension (3) is trivial, which implies that σ * n E n = ρ * n π * n E n is a trivial vector bundle on Z n . Since this argument can be done for every n 1 it follows that E lies in B Xo,D , which implies that E is contained in the category B X Cp ,D . The theorem follows.
Hence it remains to prove the claim. If the genus of Y K is zero, then Y K ∼ = P 1 K since Y K was assumed to have a rational point. Hence
In proving the claim we can therefore assume from now on that the genus of Y K is nonzero. Let us first show that it suffices to find a morphism ρ : Z → Y in S X,D such that
Namely, consider the commutative diagram
By assumption, the upper horizontal map is zero. Hence ρ * n = 0, if the left vertical map
Since Z p is flat over R and therefore o n = Z p /p n Z p is flat over R/p n R, it suffices by flat base change to prove the surjectivity of
Let k be the residue field of R. By Nakayama's lemma, it suffices to prove surjectivity after tensoring with k. Consider the commutative triangle
Both vertical maps are isomorphisms by [27, Corollary 3, p . 53] since Y k is one-dimensional and hence has vanishing second cohomology. Hence the horizontal map is a fortiori surjective. By Proposition 2 applied to the smooth projective curve Y K over K and its semistable model Y R over R with N = p n there exist the following: 
Since Lie p n is p n -multiplication, we deduce that
Note that in the following theorem and its proof we have changed our usual notation somewhat.
Proof. -We may assume that X has positive genus. By the semistable reduction theorem there are a finite extension K of Q p and a smooth projective curve X over K with X(K) = ∅ together with a semistable model X over o K such that X = X ⊗ K Q p . In particular X is cohomologically flat of dimension zero over o K . According to [3, 9.4 
Proof of the claim. -By assumption L is the generic fibre of a line bundle L on X o giving rise to a class in Pic 0
It follows that π * n L n is a trivial bundle on Y n . Since this construction can be done for every n 1 the bundle L belongs to B Xo and therefore L is an object of B X Cp . 2
We can now proceed with the proof of the theorem. Part (b) follows from the claim for X smooth. In order to prove (a), let L be any line bundle of degree zero on X Cp . By a result of Coleman (Theorem 4.1. in [6] ), the cokernel of the inclusion map
is torsion. Hence there exists an integer N 1 such that L ⊗N is the generic fibre of some line bundle L 1 on X o giving rise to a class in Pic 0
With notations as before, we have for this N a commutative diagram
. By the claim applied to Y and the pair Y K , Y R instead of X and X, X it follows that α * Cp ([L]) lies in B Y Cp as was to be shown. 2 Remark. -By the preceding results the category B X Cp contains all unipotent vector bundles on X Cp , i.e. all bundles obtained by successive extensions of the trivial line bundle.
More generally, the category B X Cp contains all successive extensions of line bundles of degree zero.
The following insight is due to Faltings without proof in his setting of p-adic Higgs bundles [18] . We give a proof below. THEOREM 13. -Let D be a divisor on a smooth projective curve X over Q p . Then every bundle in B X Cp ,D is semistable of degree zero.
Proof. -By the definition of semistability it suffices to show the assertion for every bundle E in B X Cp ,D .
We may assume that
We have to show that E has degree zero and that every subbundle L ⊂ F has degree deg L 0.
Let
where α is some isomorphism of locally free O Y1 -sheaves. By [14, (8.5.5) , (8.9.1), (8.5.2), (11.2.6)] there exists a normal finitely generated o K -algebra A in o with quotient field Q(A) such that the family descends to a family
We need a prime ideal p of A of height one containing the maximal ideal (π K ) of o K . Since A ⊂ o, the special fibre (spec A) ⊗ o K /π K is non-empty. Any prime ideal p in A corresponding to the generic point of an irreducible component of (spec A) ⊗ o K /π K will do, cf. [25, Theorem 4.3.12] . Note that p ⊃ pA. Since A is normal, A p ⊂ C p is a discrete valuation ring containing o K . Note that in general A p ⊂ o.
Let R be the strict henselization of A p in the algebraic closure of Q(A) in C p . Then R is a discrete valuation ring in C p with quotient field Q ⊆ C p whose residue field
where r is the rank of E. By [13, 7.9.4] , the Euler characteristic of vector bundles on Y R is locally constant in the fibres, which implies
It remains therefore to show that deg L Q 0. Using the next result the theorem follows. 2
The proof of the following proposition is due to Raynaud. It replaces a more involved argument in an earlier version of this paper. PROPOSITION 14. -Let R be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field Q and separably closed residue field κ. Let Z be a smooth projective curve over Q with a model Z over R. Consider a vector bundle E on Z whose special fibre E κ is a trivial bundle on Z κ . Then its generic fibre E = E Q is semistable of degree zero.
Proof. -By assumption det E κ is a trivial line bundle. Hence we have 
If r is the rank of F 2 , we blow up the rth Fitting ideal I of F 2 and get a proper morphism ϕ : Z → Z which is an isomorphism on the generic fibres.
If we denote by I the ideal ϕ −1 (I) · O Z (which coincides with the rth Fitting ideal of ϕ * F 2 ), then E 2 = ϕ * F 2 / Ann ϕ * F2 (I ) is a locally free sheaf on Z by [30, (5.4.3) ]. Let F be the coherent sheaf on Z such that the sequence
Since ϕ is an isomorphism on the generic fibre and the generic fibre of
Now let C 1 , . . . , C r be the irreducible components of the special fibre Z κ , and let C i → C i be their normalizations. By α i : C i → C i → Z we denote the corresponding morphisms. Since E 2 is locally free, the sequence
is exact on C i . Since the special fibre E κ is trivial, the sheaf α * i E is isomorphic to a power of the structure sheaf O Ci . In particular, it is a semistable sheaf of degree 0 on the smooth, projective curve C i over κ.
Therefore, the quotient α * i E 2 has degree 0. By the degree formula in [3, 9. 1, Proposition 5], it follows for the line bundle (det E 2 ) κ , that
Since the Euler characteristics are constant in the fibres of Z, we deduce deg( The following result makes it substantially easier to verify that a vector bundle lies in B Xo,D .
-In particular, every vector bundle E on X o whose restriction E k to the special fibre X k of X o is trivial lies in B Xo . As explained to us by Holger Brenner there exist examples of rank two bundles E on smooth models of certain plane algebraic curves X such that E k is trivial and E Cp is stable of degree zero. They are constructed by restricting suitable syzygy bundles on P 2 .
Proof. -The necessity is clear. Consider a vector bundle E on X o with π * k E k trivial. We may assume that π is in S ss X,D . The family (X, D,
. Let e be the ramification index of K over Q p and set o ν/e = o/p ν o = Z p /p ν Z p . Note that this is compatible with our earlier notation o n = Z p /p n Z p . Let π ν/e , E ν/e etc. be the base change with o ν/e . Since π 1/e is also the base change of π 0 ⊗ o K /p with o 1/e it follows that π * 1/e E 1/e is trivial on Y 1/e . By induction it therefore suffices to prove the following assertion: Given ν 2 and some π : Y → X in S ss X,D with π * (ν−1)/e E (ν−1)/e trivial, there exists an object µ : Z → X in S ss X,D with µ * ν/e E ν/e trivial on Z ν/e . Consider the closed immersion i : Y (ν−1)/e → Y ν/e and set
Here ω is a prime element in o K . Let r be the rank of E, then we have a short exact sequence of (Zariski-)sheaves of groups on Y ν/e :
Here adj is the adjunction map and f (A) :
Right exactness follows because GL r is formally smooth over Z. We obtain an exact sequence of pointed sets:
Exactness can be checked directly. Alternatively one may identify sheaf torsors for the affine group scheme GL r with vector bundles and quote [ 
Note here that for elementary reasons we have R 1 i * GL r (O) = 0.
Consider the class Ω of π * ν/e E ν/e in H 1 (Y ν/e , GL r (O)). Via i * it is mapped to the class of i * π * ν/e E ν/e = π * (ν−1)/e E (ν−1)/e , i.e. to the trivial class in H 1 (Y (ν−1)/e , GL r (O)).
Hence Ω is of the form Ω = f (A) for some class A = (A kl ) in
Instead of recalling the argument from non-Abelian cohomology we could also have quoted [19, VII, Théorème 1.3.1] for this conclusion.
The exact sequence on Y ν/e :
where g is multiplication by ω ν−1 gives a surjection:
. If the genus of Y is zero, the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 11 shows that H 1 (Y ν/e , O) = 0 and we are done. If the genus of Y is non-zero it was shown in the proof of Theorem 11 that there is a morphism ρ :
. By Corollary 3(3) we may assume that the object µ : Z → X is even in S ss X,D . Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 11 (reduction step for the claim, with p and o n replaced by ω and o ν/e ) one sees that the induced map
is trivial. The commutative diagram
shows that ρ * ν/e Ω is the trivial class. Hence
is a trivial bundle on Z ν/e , as was to be shown. 2
Remark. -The proof shows that a vector bundle E on X o lies in B Xo if the special fibre E k is trivial. In this case, for each n 1 there is a trivializing cover π in S Xo whose generic fibre is a Galois covering of X with solvable Galois group.
DEFINITION. -Let R be a valuation ring with quotient field Q and residue field k. Consider a model X/R of a smooth projective curve X/Q and let E be a vector bundle on X. We say that E has strongly semistable reduction of degree zero if the pullback of E k to the normalization C of each irreducible component C (with the reduced structure) of X k is strongly semistable of degree zero. Note here that each C is a smooth projective curve over k.
The following theorem is one of our main results. It remains to show that (a) implies (c). There are only finitely many isomorphism classes of semistable vector bundles of degree zero on a smooth projective curve over a finite field. It follows that there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of vector bundles E on X whose pullbacks to the normalizations of the irreducible components of X are semistable of degree zero. To see this, we first assume that X is reduced. Let X = C ν be the decomposition of X into its irreducible components and let π : X = C ν → X be the finite normalization morphism. Generalizing the arguments in the proofs of [3, Chapter 9, Propositions 9 and 10] or [25, Lemma 7.5.12] one sees the following: The cokernel of the natural injection of sheaves of groups GL r (O X ) → π * GL r (O X ) is a skyscraper sheaf of sets x∈X sing i x * S x where each set S x is finite. Using [19, III, Proposition 3.2.2] we obtain a non-Abelian cohomology sequence x∈X sing
Here we have also used [19, V, Proposition 3.1.3] and the equation R 1 π * GL r (O) = 1 which follows because vector bundles are locally trivial. Using [19, III, Corollaire 3.2.4], it follows that there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of vector bundles on X which induce given isomorphism classes of vector bundles on the curves C ν .
If X is not reduced, we have to show that the map
has finite fibres. By devissage it suffices to show that for every ideal J ⊂ O X with J 2 = 0, the map
has finite fibres where i : X → X is the closed subscheme of X defined by J . As in the proof of theorem 16, we have a non-Abelian cohomology sequence
It follows that ϕ has finite fibres. Now, if we are given a vector bundle E as in (a) the pullbacks to C ν of all the vector bundles F * n X E on X are semistable of degree zero. It follows that we have F * s X E = F * t X E for some integers t > s 0. For the bundle E = F s * X E we therefore have F r * X E = E where r = t − s 1. Now, the proof of [22, 1.4 Satz] extends without change to an arbitrary F q -scheme (note that in [22] the proof that π is finite is omitted, but this is not difficult). This shows that there exists a finite étale and surjective morphism π : Y → X such that π * E = π * F * s X E is a trivial bundle. With X, the scheme Y is a purely one-dimensional proper F q -scheme as well. such that π * k E k is a trivial bundle. Let X k = ν C ν be the decomposition of X k into irreducible components. Since X is irreducible and π(Y) is closed and contains the generic point of X, the map π is surjective. Therefore any C ν is finitely dominated by an irreducible component of Y k . As above it follows that the pullbacks of E k to the C ν are strongly semistable of degree zero. Now assume that the vector bundle E on X o has strongly semistable reduction of degree zero. There is a finite extension K of Q p with ring of integers o K and residue field κ F q such that the family (X, X, C ν , E k ) descends to a family (X K , X o K , C ν0 , E 0 ) with corresponding properties. In particular E 0 is a vector bundle on the special fibre X 0 = X o K ⊗ κ whose pullbacks to the normalizations C ν0 of the irreducible components C ν0 of X 0 are strongly semistable of degree zero. Using Theorem 18 we obtain a finite étale morphismπ 0 : Y 0 → X 0 such that for the compositionφ 0 : Y 0
Note that in this statement we may replace s by any integer s s and hence F by any power of F . Next, using [15, IX, Théorème 1.10] we may liftπ 0 : Y 0 → X 0 to a finite étale morphismπ o K : Y o K → X o K whose special fibre isπ 0 . After replacing K by a finite extension and performing a base extension to the new o K , Theorem 1(5) allows us to dominateπ o K by an object x N ] to [x q 0 : · · · : x q N ] for any o K -algebra A. Over G N m,K = P N K \ ∆ this morphism is étale. Define an o K -scheme Y o K by the cartesian diagram:
the rsth power of the absolute Frobenius morphism on
. Base extending the situation to o K = Z p we obtain an object π :
Moreover E k is trivialized by pullback via the composed map Y k
The special fibre of Z is reduced. Hence the morphism ψ k :
o K be the projective embedding above. By the above observation on linear automorphisms, after changing τ by some f ∈ PGL N (o K ) we can assume that τ K maps the support of π *
Then we have seen that E is in B Xo, D where D is the base-change of π K ( D K ). By construction, D K is disjoint from π * K D K and hence D is disjoint from D. Proof. -We may assume that T = spec R is affine. Then we have S = spec R/a for an ideal a with a = √ a and S = spec R/b where b is the ideal generated by all elements r p N with r ∈ a. The homomorphism i :
The following result due to M. Raynaud improves Theorem 17 in the case of good reduction. The proof is a modification of the argument for Theorem 17. Proof. -Assume that E k is strongly semistable of degree zero. As in the proof of Theorem 17 we descend (X, X, E k ) to a family (X K , X o K , E 0 ) for a finite extension K/Q p with residue field κ ∼ = F q , q = p r .
Since E 0 is strongly semistable of degree zero on the smooth projective curve X 0 = X ⊗ κ over κ, Theorem 18 or in fact the original result in [22, 1.9 Satz] provides us with a smooth projective curve Y 0 over κ and a composition ϕ 0 : Y 0
− − → X 0 with s 0 and π 0 finite étale such that the bundle ϕ * 0 E 0 is trivial. As before we may lift π 0 to a finite étale morphism
Then Y o K is a smooth and proper irreducible o K -scheme. As in the proof of Theorem 17 we can replace K by a finite extension and hence assume that we have a section
After reduction, the q s -multiplication map on A 0 factors
with V the rth power of Verschiebung and F = Fr r p . Correspondingly the reduction of diagram (4) factors into two cartesian diagrams:
is a trivial bundle and we conclude using Theorem 16. 2
Étale parallel transport for vector bundles in B
For vector bundles in B Xo,D , B X Cp ,D and B X Cp ,D we will now construct canonical isomorphisms of parallel transport along étale paths between geometric points of X \ D. We begin by recalling some facts about the fundamental groupoid. The general reference is [15] .
Let Z be a variety over Q p and choose a geometric point z in Z(C p ). Let F z be the functor from the category of finite étale coverings Z of Z to the category of finite sets defined by F z = Mor Z (z, _). It attaches to Z the set of C p -valued points of Z lying over z. The functor F z is known to be strictly pro-representable: There is a projective system Z = (Z i , z i , φ ij ) i∈I of pointed Galois coverings of Z where I is a directed set, and the z i ∈ Z i (C p ) are points over z. Moreover, for i j the map φ ij : Z i → Z j is an epimorphism over Z such that φ ij (z i ) = z j and such that the natural map
induced by evaluation on the z i 's is a bijection for every Z .
For our purposes, we define the étale fundamental groupoid Π 1 (Z) of Z as a topological category, as follows: The set of objects of Π 1 (Z) is Z(C p ). For two C p -valued points z and z * of Z set
Such an isomorphism of fibre functors will be called an étale path (up to homotopy) from z to z * . Using the pro-representability of F z and F z * , one sees that Mor Π1(Z) (z, z * ) is a pro-finite set and as such a compact totally disconnected Hausdorff space. Moreover, composition of morphisms gives a continuous map
The étale fundamental group with base point z is the profinite group
There is an isomorphism of topological groups
Here the natural transformation σ F : F ∼ − → F given by the family of compatible bijections
is uniquely determined by the relation:
, be the o-linear, respectively C p -linear, categories of continuous functors from Π 1 (Z) into the category of free o-modules of finite rank respectively the category of finite dimensional C p -vector spaces. Here a functor between topological categories is called continuous if the induced maps between the topological spaces of morphisms are continuous.
We now make some remarks on the functoriality of Π 1 . Let α : Z 1 → Z 2 be a morphism of varieties over Q p . There is an induced continuous functor α * : Π 1 (Z 1 ) → Π 1 (Z 2 ) defined as follows. On objects α * is the map α : Z 1 (C p ) → Z 2 (C p ). For points z, z of Z 1 (C p ) it remains to define continuous maps
For a finite étale morphism Y 2 → Z 2 consider the base change
This defines an isomorphism α * (γ) of fibre functors. By construction, the map γ → α * (γ) is continuous. It is clear that α * defined on objects and morphisms gives a functor.
For a second morphism β : Z 2 → Z 3 of varieties over Q p we find that
Obviously id * = id. Now we consider the effect of Galois conjugation on fundamental groupoids. For a scheme Y over Q p and an automorphism σ of Q p over Q p set σ Y = Y ⊗ Q p ,σ Q p and write σ : Y ∼ − → σ Y for the inverse of the projection map.
We now define a continuous functor σ * :
The continuous map σ * between the spaces of morphisms
is obtained as follows: Every finite étale cover of σ Z is of the form σ Y for a finite étale cover Y of Z. It is clear that
as the composition:
This defines an isomorphism of fibre functors σ * (γ). The map γ → σ * (γ) is continuous. The maps σ * on objects and morphisms define a functor σ * . It is clear that we have (στ ) * = σ * • τ * as functors from
This will be used to identify σ Z with Z. It follows that for such Z the group G K acts from the left by continuous automorphisms on the category Π 1 (Z).
For a topological group Σ let Rep Σ (o) be the category of continuous representations of Σ on free o-modules of finite rank. We define Rep Σ (C p ) similarly.
All these categories are equipped with a tensor product, duals, internal homs and exterior powers. The o-categories are exact, the C p -categories are even Abelian. Proof. -Since Z is connected all objects of Π 1 (Z) are isomorphic to each other. Faithfulness follows. Given representations V and V of Π 1 (Z) let us write V z = V (z) and V z = V (z). Given a π 1 (Z, z 0 )-equivariant homomorphism f z0 :
. This is independent of γ since f z0 is Aut Π1(Z) (z 0 , z 0 )-equivariant. One checks that the family of homomorphisms (f z ) z∈Z(Cp) defines a morphism of functors from V to V which induces f z0 . Hence the above forgetful functors are full. 2
Consider as before a smooth projective curve X over Q p , a divisor D in X and a model X of
Given a bundle E in B Xo,D , we will construct a continuous functor ρ E from Π 1 (U ) into the category of free o-modules of finite rank. By properness X(C p ) = X o (o). Hence we may view any geometric point x ∈ X(C p ) as a section as topological o-modules, the topology on E xn being the discrete one. We define ρ E on the set of objects U (C p ) of Π 1 (U ) by setting ρ E (x) = E xo . It remains to define continuous maps:
These in turn will be obtained as the projective limit of maps
for n 1. By construction each map ρ E,n will factor over a finite quotient of the pro-finite set Iso(F x , F x ). Hence each ρ E,n is continuous and therefore ρ E will be continuous as well. Now, given γ in Iso(F x , F x ) and some n 1, let us construct ρ E,n (γ). By definition of B Xo,D and by Corollary 3(3) there exists an object π : Y → X of S good X,D such that π * n E n is a trivial bundle. Set Y = Y ⊗ Q p and V = Y \ π * D. Then V → U is a finite étale covering. Choose a point y ∈ V (C p ) above x and let y = γy ∈ V (C p ) be the image of y under the map
Then y lies over x . Since the structural morphism λ : Y → spec Z p satisfies λ * O Y = O spec Z p universally, we find λ n * O Yn = O spec on and therefore the pullback map under y n : spec o n → Y n is an isomorphism:
We can now define ρ E,n (γ) to be the composition:
Note that by construction ρ E,n factors over the finite set Iso(F x (V ), F x (V )). Proof. -We first check that ρ E,n (γ) does not depend on the choice of the point y above x. So let z be another point in V (C p ) over x. By Theorem 4 there are a finite group G and a G-equivariant morphismπ : Y → X defining an object of T good X,D , together with a morphism ϕ : Y → Y withπ = π • ϕ. In particular V = Y \π * D is a Galois covering of U with group G.
Here Y is the generic fibre of Y. Choose pointsỹ andz in V (C p ) above y, respectively z. Then the points γỹ and γz lie above γy, respectively γz. Sinceỹ andz both lie above x, there is a unique σ in G with σỹ =z and hence with σỹ o =z o and σỹ n =z n as well. By construction the following diagram is commutative:
Hence we have the formula:
By naturality of γ we have γz = σ • γỹ and as before (γz) * n = (γỹ) * n • σ * . Thus we find
Now we prove that ρ E,n (γ) does not depend on the trivializing cover π : Y → X. So, letπ : Y → X be another object of S good X,D such thatπ * n E n is a trivial bundle. By Corollary 3(3) we may assume that there is a morphism ϕ : Y → Y withπ = π • ϕ. With notations as above choose a pointỹ ∈ V (C p ) above x and set y = ϕ Q p (ỹ) where ϕ Q p : Y → Y is the induced map on the generic fibres. It follows that ϕ Q p (γỹ) = γy and by properness of Y and Y over spec Z p that y o = ϕ(ỹ o ) and (γy) o = ϕ((γỹ) o ). One obtains the same diagram as above.
Hence we have
and this implies that ρ E,n (γ) does not depend on the trivializing good cover. Hence ρ E,n (γ) is well defined. It is clear that we have ρ E,n (id) = id for the trivial path id ∈ Iso(F x , F x ). For paths γ ∈ Iso(F x , F x ) and γ ∈ Iso(F x , F x ), choosing a point y ∈ V (C p ) over x, the point γy lies over x and hence we have ρ E,n (γ) = (γy) * n • (y * n ) −1 and ρ E,n (γ ) = γ (γy) * n • (γy) * −1 n .
This implies the equation:
We now check that the maps
form a projective system with respect to the natural projections
For a given n 1 choose π : Y → X in S good X,D such that π * n+1 E n+1 is a trivial bundle. Then π * n E n is trivial as well. For y in V (C p ) over x and γ ∈ Iso(F x , F x ) consider the commutative diagram where a and b are the natural maps
It induces a commutative diagram
The maps b * are just the natural reduction maps from the o n+1 -module E xn+1 , respectively
be the projective limit of the maps ρ E,n . Using (7) it follows that together with the previously defined map ρ E on objects, we obtain a continuous functor from Π 1 (X \ D) into the category of free o-modules of finite rank. 2
For a fixed C p -valued point x of X \ D the continuous functor ρ E induces in particular a continuous representation
In a preliminary version [8] we defined a representation ρ E in the following way: Choose a G-equivariant morphism π : Y → X in T good X such that π * n E n is a trivial bundle. The choice of a point y ∈ Y (C p ) above x determines a homomorphism
i.e. a left action of π 1 (X, x) on Γ(Y n , π * n E n ). Transporting this action to E xn via the isomorphism
gives a representationρ E,n of π 1 (X, x) on E xn . The projective limit of theρ E,n defines a representationρ E : π 1 (X, x) → Aut o (E x0 ). Proof. -The present construction obtains ρ E (γ) as the limit of ρ E,n (γ), where ρ E,n (γ) is the composition
We now show thatρ E,n (γ) = ρ E,n (γ). For this, note that under the map ϕ y the natural transformation γ is sent to the unique automorphism σ ∈ G of Y which sends y to γy. Hence we haveρ
We now turn the map E → ρ E into a functor ρ from B Xo,D into Rep Π1(X\D) (o). Let f : E → E be a morphism in B Xo,D . We claim that the family of o-module homomorphisms
defines a natural transformation, denoted by ρ f from ρ E to ρ E . So, let γ ∈ Mor Π1(U ) (x, x ) be an étale path. For a given n 1 there is an object π : Y → X in S good X,D such that both π * n E n and π * n E n are trivial bundles. This follows from Corollary 3 (3) . Let f n be the reduction of f mod p n and set f xn = x * n (f ). Choose a point y above x and set y = γy. Then the commutative diagram
shows that we have f x n • ρ E,n (γ) = ρ E ,n (γ) • f xn . In the limit we obtain that f
It is clear that in this way we obtain a functor ρ = ρ X . The proof of the following proposition is easy:
is o-linear and commutes with tensor products, duals, internal homs and exterior powers of vector bundles. Exact sequences of bundles are mapped to exact sequences of representations of Π 1 (X \ D).
We now describe the effect of Galois conjugation on ρ. Consider an automorphism σ of Q p over Q p . It induces a σ-linear functor σ * from Vec Xo to Vecσ Xo .
On the other hand we have a σ-linear functor:
It is obtained as follows. Let Mod o be the category of free o-modules of finite rank. We define a continuous σ-linear functor 
In the above notation we set
The family (C σ (f )σ x ) defines the desired natural transformation C σ (f ) and C σ becomes a functor which is easily checked to be o-linear.
Moreover we have C τσ = C τ • C σ and C id = id in an obvious sense.
With trivial changes we also get analogous functors σ * :
The proof of the following proposition is routine. PROPOSITION 25. -In the above situation the diagram of categories and functors is commutative (up to canonical isomorphisms of functors):
In particular, we have for E in B Xo,D that
Remark. -It also follows that if X and D are defined over o K , so that ( σ X, σ D) can be identified with (X, D) for all σ ∈ G K , the functor
commutes with the left G K -actions on these categories defined by letting σ act via σ * , respectively via C σ .
The next type of functoriality will be used all the time later. Let α : X → X be a morphism over Z p of models and let D be a divisor on X . Set U = X \ D and U = X \ a * D . The generic fibre of α induces a functor
as follows: For an object Γ of Rep Π1(U ) (o) we define A(α)(Γ) to be the composed functor:
For a morphism f :
It is clear that A(α) so defined gives a functor and that for a second map α : 
as functors from Π 1 (U ) to Mod o .
Proof. -Let E be a vector bundle in B X o ,D . By Proposition 9, α * E lies in B Xo,α * D . We have (ρ • α * )(E) = ρ α * E and (A(α) • ρ)(E) = ρ E • α * . Commutativity of (8) on objects is therefore equivalent to (9) . On objects, relation (9) simply says that (α * E) x = E α(x) , a canonical isomorphism. For γ ∈ Mor Π1(U ) (x, z) it suffices to show that for every n 1, we have ρ α * E,n (γ) = ρ E,n α * (γ) .
Let π : Y → X be an object of S good X ,D such that π * n E n is trivial. Choose some π :
Let y be a point in V (C p ) above x and set y = ψ(y), a point in V (C p ) above α(x). Now, ρ α * E,n is the composition
and ρ E,n (α * (γ)) is the composition
Hence, for (9) it suffices to show that the following diagram commutes:
For the left square this follows from the relation y = ψ • y as morphisms from spec C p to V ⊂ Y . Similarly the right square commutes because we have α * (γ)y = ψ • (γy). Namely, factoring ψ as a composition ψ :
It is an immediate consequence of the definitions, that diagram (8) commutes for morphisms, i.e. that A(α)ρ f = ρ α * f for all f :
We can now define a parallel transport along étale paths for the bundles in B X Cp ,D . PROPOSITION 27. -Let X be a smooth, projective curve over Q p with models X 1 and X 2 over Z p . Then there is a third model X 3 of X together with morphisms
restricting to the identity on the generic fibres (after their identification with X). For any divisor D on X we have a commutative diagram of fully faithful functors
Proof. -Descend X to a smooth projective curve X K over a finite extension K of Q p , and X 1 , X 2 to models X 1,o K , X 2,o K of X K over o K . Let X * o K be the closure of the image of the morphism
endowed with the reduced subscheme structure. Let X 3,o K be the normalization of X * o K . Then there are natural morphisms X 3,o K → X * o K → X 1,o K and X 3,o K → X * o K → X 2,o K restricting to the identity on the generic fibres. Now the first claim follows by base change. It remains to show that for any model X of X the functor j * Xo : B Xo,D ⊗ Q → B X Cp ,D induced by the canonical morphism j Xo : X Cp → X o is fully faithful. For bundles E 1 and E 2 on X o set F = Hom Xo (E 1 , E 2 ). Then flat base change applied to the global sections of F implies that
is an isomorphism. 2
For every morphism f : X → X over Z p of models of X restricting to the identity on generic fibres, Proposition 26 gives a commutative diagram:
Next, note that there is a canonical functor:
Thus we get a commutative diagram:
Together with Proposition 27, we obtain a functor
Explicitly, it is given as follows: For an object E of B X Cp ,D we obtain the continuous functor ρ(E) = ρ E : Π 1 (U ) → Vec Cp by setting on the one hand ρ E (x) = E x = x * E for x ∈ U (C p ) = Ob Π 1 (U ). On the other hand, for x, x ∈ U (C p ) the continuous map
is given by
Here we have chosen a model X of X over Z p and a bundle E in B Xo,D together with an isomorphism ψ : E → j * Xo E in Vec X Cp . Moreover ψ x is the fibre map:
The main properties of parallel transport for bundles of class B on p-adic curves are collected in the next result: THEOREM 28. -Let X, X be smooth projective curves over Q p and let f : X → X be a morphism between them. Let D and D be divisors on X and X .
(a) The functor
is C p -linear, exact and commutes with tensor products, duals, internal homs and exterior powers.
(b) Pullback of vector bundles induces an additive and exact functor
which commutes with tensor products, duals, internal homs and exterior powers. The following diagram is commutative:
In particular, for E in B X Cp ,f * D we have
(c) For every automorphism σ of Q p over Q p the following diagram commutes
In particular, we have for E in B X Cp ,D that
commutes with the left G K -actions on these categories, defined by letting σ act via σ * respectively via C σ .
Remark. -As usual, for diagrams of functors to commute means to commute up to canonical isomorphisms. Assume that X has a smooth model X over Z p . Then by Theorem 12, every line bundle of degree zero on X Cp lies in B X Cp . Hence our functor ρ induces a homomorphism Pic 0 (X Cp ) → Hom cont π 1 (X, x), C * p .
In [9] we show that on a certain open subgroup of Pic 0 (X Cp ) this homomorphism coincides with the one constructed by Tate in [32, §4] using the p-divisible group of the Abelian scheme Pic 0 X/Zp and its Cartier dual.
The following theorem gives another relation to Tate's work [32] . A proof is contained in [9] . 
Then the following diagram commutes:
where α is the Hodge-Tate map from the Hodge-Tate decomposition of
is faithful. In particular, the evaluation map 
as follows. Let y 1 ∈ Y (C p ) be a point with α(y 1 ) = x 1 . For any finite étale map α, the natural map
is a homeomorphism. Hence any étale path γ from x 1 to x 2 has a unique lifting to an étale path γ from y 1 to some point y 2 above x 2 . The desired relation W = V • α * forces us to set V (γ) = W (γ ), a morphism from V x1 = W y1 to V x2 = W y2 . We have to check that this is well defined i.e. independent of the choice of y 1 . Let y 1 be another point above x 1 and let σ ∈ G be the automorphism with σy 1 = y 1 . Then σ * (γ ) is the unique path above γ from y 1 to some point y 2 above x 2 . Thus we have to show that W (γ ) = W (σ * (γ )). But this follows from the relation W • σ * = W on morphisms. It is clear that V is a functor with W = V • α * . We have also seen that this property determines V uniquely. The continuity assertions are clear. 2
Remark. -In particular the proposition applies to representations of Π 1 (Y ) on C p -vector spaces. There is no analogous result if one only considers representations of the fundamental group π 1 (Y, y). For example, consider a smooth surface X with finite fundamental group and universal covering α : Y → X. Then a representation of the trivial group π 1 (Y, y) carries no information whereas a representation W of Π 1 (Y ) defines a transitive set of isomorphisms between the vector spaces W y for all y in Y (C p ).
We can now define a functor ρ : B X Cp ,D → Rep Π1(U ) (C p ) extending the functor ρ previously defined on B X Cp ,D . Thus let E be a vector bundle in B X Cp ,D . Choose a ramified Galois covering
for every σ in the Galois group of V = Y \ α * D over U . Using Proposition 31 it follows that there is a unique functor ρ(E) = ρ E : Π 1 (U ) → Vec Cp such that we have
This functor is continuous. (In order to apply Proposition 31, we view canonical isomorphisms such as σ * (α * E) = (ασ) * E as identifications.)
In particular, we have ρ E (x) = E x for all x ∈ U (C p ). For an étale path γ from x 1 to x 2 in U we have
Here y 1 ∈ V (C p ) lies above x 1 and γ is the unique path in V with α * γ = γ from y 1 to a point y 2 above x 2 . For a morphism f : 
Proof. -(a) Exactness of ρ is clear from its definition. For two vector bundles E 1 and E 2 in B X Cp ,D choose a ramified Galois covering α : Y → X, étale over X \ D such that α * E 1 and α * E 2 are in B X Cp ,D . Then we have
by Theorem 28(a). It follows that we have ρ E1⊗E2 = ρ E1 ⊗ ρ E2 . It is clear that we also have ρ f1⊗f2 = ρ f1 ⊗ ρ f2 for morphisms f 1 , f 2 of vector bundles. Hence ρ commutes with ⊗-products and similarly with direct sums, duals, internal homs and exterior powers.
Let f : X → X be a morphism of smooth projective curves over Q p . On objects, we have to
. Thus let α : Y → X be a ramified Galois covering
With notations as in the proof of Proposition 9 we see that
by Theorem 28(a) and the definition of ρ E . Now on the other hand, α : Y → X is a ramified Galois covering, étale over X \ f * D . Hence f * E lies in B X Cp ,f * D and ρ f * E is by definition the unique functor with ρ α * f * E = ρ f * E • α * . It follows that we have ρ f * E = ρ E • f * . It is immediate from the definitions that diagram (14) for B commutes on the level of morphisms. The proof that ρ behaves functorially with respect to automorphisms is deduced similarly from Theorem 28(c). The last assertion is proved in the same way as Proposition 30. 2
Remark. -It is known that the fibre functor in a point is faithful on the category of stable bundles of degree zero on a compact Riemann surface, cf. [31, Chapter 1, IV]. By an induction on the length of the Jordan-Hölder filtration one gets faithfulness also on the category of semistable bundles of degree zero. The analogous assertion therefore holds on smooth projective curves over fields that can be embedded into C, e.g. over C p . Together with Theorem 13 one thus gets another proof of Theorem 33(b).
We will now explain how to glue the representations ρ E attached to a vector bundle E on X Cp which belongs to B X Cp ,D for several divisors D. For this we need the following Seifert-van Kampen theorem for étale groupoids: PROPOSITION 34. -Given open subschemes U 1 and U 2 of a curve X, let i 1 : U 1 ∩ U 2 → U 1 , i 2 : U 1 ∩ U 2 → U 2 and j 1 : U 1 → U 2 ∪ U 2 , j 2 : U 2 → U 1 ∪ U 2 be the corresponding immersions and consider the commutative diagram of fundamental groupoids
Then for any Hausdorff topological category C and continuous functors ρ 1 : Π 1 (U 1 ) → C and ρ 2 : Π 1 (U 2 ) → C such that ρ 1 • i 1 * = ρ 2 • i 2 * there is a unique continuous functor ρ : Π 1 (U 1 ∪ U 2 ) → C such that ρ • j 1 * = ρ 1 and ρ • j 2 * = ρ 2 .
Proof. -We may assume that U 1 and U 2 are nonempty. Let γ : x 1 → x 2 be an étale path in U 1 ∪ U 2 with x 1 ∈ U 1 and x 2 ∈ U 2 . Choose a point x in U 1 ∩ U 2 . Then since U 1 ∪ U 2 is connected we may write γ as the composition of a path γ 1 : x 1 → x with a path γ 2 : x → x 2 in U 1 ∪ U 2 . The homomorphisms π 1 (U ν , x ν ) → π 1 (U 1 ∪ U 2 , x ν ) for ν = 1, 2 are known to be surjective since X is a curve. We deduce that there are pathsγ 1 : x 1 → x in U 1 and γ 2 : x → x 2 in U 2 such that j ν * (γ ν ) = γ ν . Hence if ρ exists, we have ρ(γ) = ρ(γ 2 · γ 1 ) = ρ(γ 2 )ρ(γ 1 ) = ρ 2 (γ 2 )ρ 1 (γ 1 ) and similarly for paths from x 2 to x 1 . For paths γ in X whose endpoints are both in U ν we have ρ(γ) = ρ ν (γ) where j ν * (γ) = γ. Hence the functor ρ is uniquely determined. As for existence, it is clear how to define ρ on objects and it remains to check that ρ given on morphisms by the above formulas is well defined. This follows from the Seifert-van Kampen theorem for the étale fundamental group, cf. [15, IX, corollaire 5.6]. There is a subtlety here. The pushout property holds only in the category of profinite groups. But the maps i ν * : π 1 (U 1 ∩ U 2 , x ) → π 1 (U ν , x ) are surjective and hence the maps ρ ν on π 1 (U ν , x ) have the same images for ν = 1, 2. This common image is the quotient of a profinite group by a closed subgroup and hence profinite. Here we used the Hausdorff assumption on (the spaces of morphisms of) C. 2 PROPOSITION 35. -Let D 1 and D 2 be divisors on X and set U 1 = X \ D 1 and U 2 = X \ D 2 . For a vector bundle E on X Cp let ρ 1 E and ρ 2 E be the continuous representations of Π 1 (U 1 ), respectively Π 1 (U 2 ), on C p -vector spaces constructed before. Then there is a unique continuous
the analogue of Theorem 33 holds.
Variant. For E in B Xo,Dν for ν = 1, 2 we obtain a well defined representation of Π 1 (U ) on free o-modules of finite rank.
Proof. -On objects ρ E is defined by ρ E (x) = E x as before. The assertions are a formal consequence of Proposition 34 and Theorem 33. 2
Let B s X Cp be the category of vector bundles on X Cp with strongly semistable reduction of degree zero, as defined in the introduction. THEOREM 36. -We have B s X Cp = D B X Cp ,D . Every vector bundle E in B s X Cp lies both in B X Cp ,D and B X Cp , D for suitable divisors D and D with disjoint support. There is a unique representation ρ E of Π 1 (X) on finite dimensional C p -vector spaces such that ρ E (x) = E x for all x ∈ X(C p ) and such that ρ E is compatible with the representations ρ E of Π 1 (X \ D) constructed earlier for those D with E in B X Cp ,D . As before one obtains an exact additive functor ρ : B s X Cp → Rep Π1(X) (C p ) which commutes with tensor products, duals, internal homs and exterior powers. Moreover, it behaves functorially with respect to morphisms of curves over Q p and automorphisms of Q p over Q p . For any point x 0 ∈ X(C p ), the fibre functor
Proof. -This follows from Theorems 17 and 33 together with Proposition 35. 2
Remark. -Arguing as in the proofs of Propositions 9 and 32 this result implies the theorem in the introduction.
Let Rep ∞ π1(X,x) (C p ) be the full subcategory of Rep π1(X,x) (C p ) of those representations λ : π 1 (X, x) → GL(V ) which are continuous if V is given the discrete topology. Equivalently λ has to factor over a finite quotient of π 1 (X, x).
PROPOSITION 37. -The category Rep ∞ π1(X,x) (C p ) is contained in the essential image of ρ : B X Cp → Rep π1(X,x) (C p ).
Proof. -Let λ be a representation as above. Let G be the image of λ in GL(V ). Let α : Y → X be a Galois extension of X with group G such that α * : π 1 (Y, y) → π 1 (X, x) with y ∈ Y (C p ) above x induces an isomorphism π 1 (Y, y) ∼ = ker λ. Define a vector bundle E on X by setting E = Y × G V where V is the affine space over Q p attached to V . Then E lies in B X Cp because α * E is a trivial bundle on Y and hence lies in B Y Cp . On S-valued points of Y a trivialization
is described by mapping (y, v) to the pair ([y, v], y) in α * E. Here [y, v] ∈ E α(y) is the class of (y, v) mod G. We can now calculate ρ E . For γ ∈ π 1 (X, x) there is a unique étale path γ in Y from y to σy for a uniquely determined σ ∈ G. The commutative diagram is the representation obtained from ρ E : π 1 (Y, y) → GL(E y ) by induction via the inclusion α * : π 1 (Y, y) → π 1 (X, x). Here y is any point in Y (C p ) above x ∈ X(C p ).
Proof. -Under the natural injection E → α * α * E we may view E y as a subspace of (α * α * E) y = (α * E) x . From Theorem 33(a) we get that ρ α * E • α * = ρ α * α * E as representations of π 1 (Y, y) on GL((α * E) x ). Thus ρ α * α * E is the restriction of ρ α * E to the subgroup (via α * ) π 1 (Y, y) of π 1 (X, x). Since ρ E → ρ α * α * E by the exactness of ρ, it follows that the restriction of ρ α * E to π 1 (Y, y) leaves the subspace E y of (α * E) x invariant and gives the representation ρ E there. It remains to show that (α * E) x is the direct sum of the translates ρ α * E ([γ])E y for [γ] running over the cosets of α * π 1 (Y, y) in π 1 (X, x). There is a bijection
given by mapping [γ] to the "endpoint" of the unique lifting of γ to an étale path in Y starting at y, cf. (17) . Together with the natural isomorphism
it follows from [4, Lemma 3.9] that o r /Γ is a free o-module of rank t say. Hence we get an exact sequence:
By an induction on t it follows that Γ is a free o-module. Because of V = Γ ⊗ C p the rank of Γ is equal to s. Hence Γ (n) = Γ ⊗ o (n) is a free and cofree o (n) -module of rank s and therefore ρ (n) is "reducible". Note that the rank of a free o (n) -module Γ (n) is well defined because it equals the dimension of Γ (n) ⊗ k over k. 2
Example. -Let ρ : G → GL 2 (o) be a representation for which the image of ρ 2 : G → GL 2 (o/p 2 o) contains the two commuting matrices 1 p 0 1 and 1 0 p 1 . Then ρ 2 is "irreducible" and hence ρ Cp is irreducible as well. For example ρ 1 could be trivial and we could have G 1 /G 2 = G/G 2 ∼ = (Z/p) 2 with ρ 2 given by ρ 2 (i, j) = 1 ip jp 1 .
